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CONSIDERATIONS FORESTiMATiNG THE LOAD To BE PLACED ON SERVICES BY
THE BUILDING USERS

READING

SOURCES OFHEAT

Internal sources of heat are people, lights and appliances

External source of heat is the sun. Solar heat enters the building through glass and
through the heating of the building.

BUILDING ORIENTATION

Building orientation and placement of windows will have a large impact on the use of
heating and cooling within a building. Ie Direct solar load (excess sunlight into a
building) will significantly effect the cost of air conditioning.

Control of air conditioning is vital to a building economic efficiency. Eastern glass can
cause an excessive load on the air conditioning in the morning when the building is cool
whilst western glass can cause air conditioning to be used untillate in the afternoon and
evening which in turn may have the wall acting as cold banks ie becoming quite cold
from the late use of air conditioning when theiris no solarload on the building (nighttime)
making the building extremely cold the next morning.
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ZONING

Zoriing usually results in lower operating costs but higher installation costs. If different
loads are to occur in different parts of the building or different temperatures will be
required in different parts of the building than zoriing will be required. This will allow for
an even spread of the load.

AIR CONDITIONING CYCLE

A building may become too cold, wet, hot dry draughty or still. These conditions within
the buildings atmosphere can be changed by treating the air

Fans can force air into duchyork, leading to opening the roof through outlets ~ air then
flows through the room through the return air outlets. Dust particles are removed by
filters than heated or cooled as required

The fan is designed to move the air. Air can be all airfrom outside the building; recycled
air from inside the building or a combination of both. By controlling the sped of the fan
the air movement can be controlled.
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To heat air it is passed through a heating coil and to cool air through a cooling coil- air
passes overthese coils and is then recycled to the rooms within the building.

FLOORAREAANDAIRSPACE

Notless than 2.3 square metres off100r area exclusive of any encumbrance and riotless
than 11 cubic metres of air space shall be provided for each employee. In the calculation
of air space, the maximum height shall be deemed to be 4.25 metres. In the calculation
off100r area and the volume of air space to be provided for each employee employed in
a building, a separate calculation shall be made in respect to each room contained in the
building.

VENTILATION, AIR SUPPLY, TEMPERATURE, AIR MOVEMENTAND HUMIDITY

I Effective and suitable provision shall be made for securing and maintaining by
the circulation of fresh air ventilation in accordance with the provisions of this
Part.

2 Removal of impurities. Impurities generated from any process carried out at a
workplace shall be removed from that workplace, without being inhaled by any
persons, by means of exhaust appliances capable of reducing the impurities to at
least the threshold limit values specified in the publication "Atmospheric
Contaminants - Hygienic Standards for Contaminants of the Air of the
Workplace" published by the National Health and Medical Research Council

Air Supply

a There shall be provided a fresh airsupply of notless than 0.3 cubic
metres per employee per minute: provided that: -

where mechanical ventilation is in use, it shall make not less than
four complete air changes each hour:

it where carbon dioxide is generated by anyilluminating orheating
PPIiance, the minimum fresh air supply shall be increased to an
extent sufficient to limitthe carbon dioxide contentthereofto not

more than five thousand parts per million.

b Where a system of airconditioning ormechanicalventilation is in use, it
shall not recirculate airfrom a sanitary compartment, garage, kitchen or
any room or place where an impurity is likely to occur.

c At alitimeswhen employees are engaged on premises where air
conditioning or mechanical ventilation is installed, the plant operating such
air conditioning or mechanical ventilation system shall be in operation at
all times

Subject No. AA606
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d Where an Air Handling System is installed in accordance with Part 55
of the Standard Building By Laws of the State under the Building Act
I975-, 987, this Part shall not apply
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4 Temperature

a The temperature (other than in a freezing chamber) shall riotfallbelow
eighteen degree Celsius unless the process carried on requires a lesser
operating temperature.

b Whereairconditioning is installed and operation, the inside
temperature shall riot exceed twenty four degrees Celsius unless the
outside shade temperature exceeds thirty two degrees Celsius in which
case the inside temperature shall not be greater than eight degrees
Celsius below the outside shade temperature;

c Whereairconditioning is riotinstalled, the insidetemperature as
measured with a blackened globe thermometer located 1200 millimetres
above floorlevel, shall not exceed twenty five degrees Celsius when the
outside airtemperature is under twenty two degrees Celsius and shall riot
exceed by more than three degrees Celsius any outside temperature of
twenty two degrees Celsius or more;

d Wherethe location orthe construction (including material design and
form used) or a process carried on is such that the temperature or
humidity is likely to be injurious to the health of an employee, the Director
may require that remedial measures shall be taken within a specified time.
Such measures may include structural alternations (including lining with
specified material), internal painting, external painting and the provision
and installation of approved appliances: Provided that where a process of
a particular trade or calling carried on results in heat radiation or other
means of heattransference from any source increasing the temperature
beyond that permitted by this Part, such radiation or other means of heat
transference shall be confined as near as practicable to its point of origin
by adequate screens, water, curtains or walls of material having low
conductivity or alternatively the hot air shall be conveyed to the outside air
by means of a hood and duct system.
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6 Humidity

Where an airtreatment system exercising control over humidity is installed
and in operation, the relative humidity shall be maintained between the
limits of twenty five per centum (25%) and sixty per centum (60%):
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What are the issues that confront developers/owners of commercial building when
installing air conditioning and/or cooling towers.

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606
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FIREPROTECTION IN COMMERCIALPROPERTYMANAGEMENT

Fire safety within buildings is essential and owners/developers/occupants must be fully
aware of allthe rules and regulations that are required.

Taking into consideration, the size and use of the building and its type of construction,
adequate inbuilt and external fire protection services must be provided forthe following:

a Restrictfiregrowthtothecompartmentoforigin;

b Facilitate the fighting offire to minimise damage to the building and its contents;
and

c Preventfirespreadtoadjoining buildingsorallotments.

Individual building will have different restrictions, the size of the building being the
determining factor as to what rules apply.

Once a building is over 25 metres in height fire sprinklers are a must be installed.
Numerous buildings measure 24.9 metres in height in the ACT. At this height fire
extinguishers must be available every 25m and smoke detectors are required to be
installed in the building. Fire hydrants have to be available on every floor. All
extinguishers and hydrants have to be checked every six months - thermals and fire
checked panels checked monthly. Thermals must be marked on a plan and numbered.

In high rise buildings every floor must have a fire warden appointed and each of
these wardens have fire runners - the fire wardens report back to the chief fire
warden who is usually the property manager of the building and this person would
be in direct communication with the fire brigade . The fire equipment must be
maintained at alltimes.
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FIRE SAFETY

Fire Escapes

I Provision forescape. Allparts of aworkplace shall be provided with means of
escaping accordance with the Fire Safety Regulation 1976, for use by employees
in the event of fire or other emergency.

2 Number of Exits required. The number offIre escapes to be provided shall be:

a In a multiple storey building at leasttwo exitsto serve each storey;
b In a single storey building alleasttwo exits foreach tenancy contained

therein

3 Width of Exits. Any do o1way, passageway or stairway forming part of an exit
or path of travel to an exitfrom a storey or mezzanine shall

be notless than 810 millimetres wide where not more than one hundred

employees are accommodated;

a
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b where the number of employees accommodated exceeds one hundred,
the aggregate width of exits shall be 1000 millimetres together with an
addition 500 millimetres for each additional one hundred employees or
fraction thereof. Provided however, that in every such case, the minimum
width of an exit door shall be riot less than 8.0 millimetres.

where a dooris used forthe purposes of a fire escape, be of a width
determined in accordance with the provisions of this Part based on the
maximum number of employees required to used such door.

C

4 Location of exits

Exit doorways shall be located: -

a as uniformly as possiblewithin oraround the storeyserved and as
remote as practicable from any other exit;

b within a distance to betravelled from awork position of:-

15 metres where a high fire hazard exists; and
30 metres in any other circumstances except where an automatic
sprinkler system is installed when such distance shall be 45 metre

Doors and Doorways

A door serving as a required exit or in the path of travelleading to an exit shall

a swing in the direction ofegresswherepractical;

b be readily opened without a key from the side that faces a person
seeking egress from a workplace by a single handed action on a single
device which is located between 900 millimetres and 1200 millimetres

from the floor except during the periods when the building is unoccupied.
provided that if a door serves a compartment where special arrangements
for security are necessary, the Director(Fire Services) may approve, in
writing, subject to conditions specified by him/her, that such door be fitted
with a device that can be immediately unlocked:-

by hand by persons properly instructed in the procedures
involved and who are available at all times when the workplace is
occupied; or

by operation of a fail safe control switch to activate a device to
unlock the door; or

in by a failsafe device which automatically unlocks the doorupon
the activation of any smoke orthermal detector system or a
sprinkler system installed throughout the building;

5
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C riot encroach:-

at any part of its swing by more than 500 millimetres on the
width of the required stairway, passageway or ramp, including
landings; and

it when fully open, by notmorethan 100 millimetres on the width
of the required exit.

6 Exit signs

Every exit shall be clearly indicated with the word ""EXIT"" in capital letters 100
millimetres high coloured green on a white background. Where exits are riot
readily apparentto employees, exit signs with directional arrows must be installed
in appropriate positions in corridors, hallways, lobbies and the like, indicating the
direction to an exit.

Thresholds

The threshold of a doorway serving as an exit must not incorporate a step or
ramp at any point closer to the doorway than the width of the doorleaf unless:

a the doorway opens to a road, open space orexternalbalcony; and

the door sillis not more than 490 millimetres above the finished surface of

the ground, balcony or the like, to which the door opens

Access

7
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All means of fire escapes including passageway and doorways shall be kept
clear of any obstruction. An exit must not be blocked at the point of discharge
and where necessary, suitable barriers shall be provided to prevent vehicles,
equipment or storage from blocking the exit.
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PROTECTION FROM FIRE PENETRATION IN BUILDINGS

Fire stop collars
these are used to prevent fire penetration through soil, waste and vent pipes.

\

2 Fire resistant pillow systems
used to prevent fire penetration through openings in fire rated flors, wall and
services caused by the provision of services.

Subject No. AA606
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3 Ceramic fibre

used to prevent fire penetration through expansion joints and where flexible
material has been used. It assist in the prevent of smoke and gases caused by
the fire.

4

,
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Non-asbestos fire barrier panel systems
these are used to prevent fire penetration through openings that require
"reinovability" of the panel.

*
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Fire retardant treatments and sealants

used to seal small openings, joints, gaps and cavities o prevent fire penetration
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6 Modular construction cable systems
these are used to preventthe spread offire through electrical cables.
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Fire rated windows

the spread of fire through glass/window openings
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COMMON FIRE EQUIPMENT SIGNS
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From the information above do a check of the building in which you work and comment
on the fire equipment, fire escapes and fire drills in your building.

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606
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I^I
LIGHTING

READING

Lighting

a Lighting shall be in accordance with As1680 - Interior Lighting and Visual
Environment.

b Emergency lighting shall be in accordancewith A. S 2293 Emergency Evacuation
Lighting in Building.

QUALITY OF LIGHTING

The quality of lighting is essential to minimise stress and make work areas more
conducive to efficiency. Row upon row of fluorescent light fittings is not longer
acceptable standard of lighting.

The use of technology based equipment has made architects and building designers to
reconsider lighting requirements in commercial buildings. People are having more and
more problems with screen-based equipment in all purpose office space. Hence a great
deal of development is taking place based on ultra low brightness for lighting

Indirect lighting provides a viable option to ceiling mounted lighting. This form of lighting
is particularly suitable for refurbishment. However, such lighting must be well planned
and the architect must ensure that the visual effect will be suitable

Subject No. AA606

COLOUR DISTORTION

Colour appearance under traditional'White: fluorescentis distorted. Fluorescentlights
now use colour television technology to provide a balanced light which gives both high
light output and good colourfidelity. It has ben proven in numerous studies that people
see better under lightthat reveal true colours.

LIGHTING SYSTEM

Lighting systems must be effective and efficient as they are a highly visible user of
energy

Recent studies of commercial buildings show that lighting is a high energy user. The
following shows lighting as a percentage compare against other common "energy" users
in a building
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39%-59% (average 45%)Lighting
29%-54% (average 45%)Air conditioning
8%-, 2% (average 10%)Lifts

The lighting system used should be designed to provide optimal lighting, , being used
effectiveIy and controlled efficiently.

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR LIGHTING

Building Owners
must provided a workplace that ensures the lighting satisfied demand.

Architects

must design the lighting system and be aware of the lighting requirements in
today's commercial buildings

3 SpecifyingEngineer
must ensure that the architect's plan will be effective and that the total lighting
system will be efficient.

4 Lightingsupplier
must have the technology to manufacture, design, develop and testthe lighting to
ensure its performance as designed.

2

Subject No. AA606
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You are to examine the lighting in your own office and answer the following:

I Whattype of lighting has been installed and is the lighting adequate? Why/Why
not?

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606

2 Discuss your comments above with an architect/developer and note below why
the lighting is adequate or why it is not?
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I^^
VERTICALTRANSPORTATION

READING

Vertical transportation in a building is provided by:

11

I 11

IV

V

Vl

lifts
escalators

moving pathways/ramps
dumb waiters

conveyor belts
goods lifts

There are three types of lifts:

Oil hydraulic
Geared traction

Gearless

2

3
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The degree of incline forthe following is:

.

.

.

escalators 300

moving pathways 50
ramps 150

REQUIREMENTS FORAN EFFECT LIFT

. Minimum waiting time - it should be 20 to 30 seconds (up to 45 seconds is
acceptable)

. Comfortable rate of acceleration

. Rapid transportation (up to 90 seconds in offices for a maximum of 18 floors)

. Automaticlevelling

. quick quiet door operation

. "userfriendly" visual indicators

. ease of operation

. usercomfort
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THE MAIN LIFTTYPES

The advantages and disadvangtes of each lift is outlined below.

Up to to metres of vertical travelOil hydraulic lifts:
Higher energy use
lower maintenance and installation cost

ideal for low to medium rise buildings
speed 0.5 to 2 seconds per metre
at the upper limit of mechanical efficiency, wear and
noise

Geared traction lifts:

Gearless lifts:

CONTROLSYSTEMS

Subject No. AA606

Single button control:

used in quality office buildings in excess of 12 floors
has short waiting times
has a high handling capacity
speed 2.5 to 7 metres per second
greater speed where there is 40 floors or more
typically installed in banks in lower floor, middle floor,
upper floor configuration

Collective control:

Selective collective control:

Electronic group
dispatching supervisory
collective

(use micro processor):

one call at a time

no differentiation between an up or down call. User
needs to repush the button if the lift is travelling in the
wrong direction.

differentiates between and up or down selection
stores calls until answered

waits in the last position called

LIFT REQUIREMENTS

Stretcher facility in lifts

a If passenger lifts are installed in any building with and effective height of
more the 12 metres, each floor served by these lifts must have at least
one lift with a stretcher facility in accordance with (b)

notes traffic patterns, ignores calls in non-load directions
until an excessive time has elapsed express lifts when
fully loaded cars standby at maximum load location
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b A lift required to have a stretcher facility by this Part (1)(a) or (4)(b)(in)
must accommodated a raised stretcher with a patient lying on it
horizontally by providing a clear space riot less than 600 millimetres wide
2000 millimetres long 1400 millimetres high above the floorlevel.

Warning against use of lifts in fire. A warning sign must:-

a bedisplayedwhereitcan be readily seen-

near every call button for a passenger lift or group of lifts
throughout a building; except

a smalllift such as a dumb waiter or the like that is forthe

transport of goods only; and

b comply with the details and dimensions of Figure I and consist of:

incised, inlaid or embossed letters on a metal, wood, plastic or
similar plate securely and permanently attached to the walls; or

letters incised or inlaid directly into the surface of the material
forming the wall.

2

11
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Figure I:
Warning sign for passenger lift

11

3 Emergency lifts

a One ormore lifts capable of becoming an emergency liftto serve each
floor served by the lifts in the building must be installed in:

a building which has an effective height of more than 25 metres;
(b) An emergency lift required by (a) must:

comply with As 1735.2; and

have a rating of at least 600 Kg if the building has an
effective height of more than 75 metres; and

be of sufficient size to take a stretcher facility in
accordance with this Part (1); and

Do .

. A .

11

I I I
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IV in a building serving a patient care area: -

have the following minimum dimensions,
measured clear of all obstructions, including
handrails, etc.

. Minimum depth of car

. Minimum width of car

. Minimum floorto ceiling height

. Minimum doorheight

. Minimum doorwidth

11
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be connected to a standby power supply system
where installed.

2280 min

1600 mm

2300 min

2100 mm

1300 min
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Using the above information as a guide and the lift in your building; which of the
requirements does your lift comply with and which ones doesn't it? (if there is no lift in
your building, choose any building that you use often or is close by)

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606
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I^^
INSULATION

There are a number of different requirements for insulation in buildings.

READING

INSULATION AGAINSTTHERMAL MOVEMENT

The requirement for insulation is dependant on:

. Temperaturerange

. Coefficient of expansion of materials used

. Length or size of element in question

For example the following would require "insulation" againstthermal movement.

. A long length of building

. Cladding on a high building

. A concrete slab exposed to the sun

. A sheet of glass secured in a frame.

Subject No. AA606

INSULATION OF HEAT CONVEYORS

Where any medium is of a significantly different temperature to the surround through
which it is to be conveyed it will require insulation.

For example:

BUILDING TEMPERATURE INSULATION

Heat will always flow to the cooler side. The greater the temperature difference the
quicker the flow. Requirement to controlthe transfer of heat by conduction, convection
and radiation.

Hot or chilled water
Hot or chilled air

For example by insulation of the building enclosure. Floors, including floor over open or
basement parking, walls, ceilings and/or roof by:

a

b

C

d

e

g

Insulation blankets batts and loose, fibre glass, mineral wool etc
Reflective foils, sarking. (need 20mm pocket of airfor maximum effect)
Rigid boards
Styrene
Foamed plastics
Straw and fibre boards
Nofines and aerated concrete
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h Double glazing
Reflective and tinted glass

MOISTURE INSULATION

Moisture insulation is designed to prevent moisture carried in the air (humidity)
condensing on cool surfaces in the building. It is necessary to protectintemal surfaces
from external low temperatures. Under metal roofs, sari<ing is used as temperature
insulation and to direct any condensation to the outside. Similarly, it is necessary to
drain cavities where moisture may condense therefore, there is a requirements for
flashings and weep holes in buildings.

FIRE INSULATION

Fire insulation has to be in accordance with the Building Code of Australia, FRLs (Fire
resistance level) for structural adequacy, integrity and insulation. Fire insulation rating is
expressed in that order.

SOUND INSULATION

Sound is measure in Decibel(dB).

The aim of sound insulation is to improve the hearing condition and general comfort and
lack of disturbance. The need to control noise will depend on the use of the area and
the amount of non disturbing background noise.

Subject No. AA606

Type of noise:

Transmission:

Reduction:

Reflected sound:

Airborne, voices, machinery, contact, footsteps, hammering,
impact of machinery

Insulation against
external noise can be:

Impact, through structure, walls, floors, pipes, air born, clear
paths, cracks

Prevention of sound occurring, deaden sound at source, ie
carpet a floor, dampers under equipment.

ie reverberations, can be reduced by absorbent, acoustic
materials, soft materials, perforated materials

Design measures

use of Mass, (heavy materials)
Reduction of stiffness

Continuity of enclosure (air tight)
Extra insulation (eg double glazing of windows)

Deep planning, place people remote from the source of the
noise

Sound absorption in room
Structural dampening, placing noise insulation in the structure
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ACOUSTIC PRIVACY

This will depend on individual assessment, and what is acceptable, and how does
background noise mask other noises.

Speech or office privacy:

This testis usually based on whether the person can understand a conversation.

WINDOWS

How loud is noise

Type of partition or barrier
Level of background or "cover" noise
How fussy is the person or how irritated by back ground
noise

THERMALDOUBLE GLAZING

Two sheets of glass, with an optimum separation 10-12mm and is hermetically sealed.
Glass may have thermal reduction via tinting - preferable in an insulated frame.

ACOUSTIC DOUBLE GLAZING

Two sheets of glass, with an optimum separation 100-120mm, with sound absorbent
material around internal perimeter. Preferable two differentthicknesses of glass and air
tight.

Subject No. AA606
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Read the articles supplied by your tutor and from the information above list the reasons
why a building is insulated?

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606
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MAINTENANCE OF BUILDING

It is imperative in a building for building materials to be compatible. Incompatibility of
materials can lead to serious problems in any building.

INCOMPATIBILITY OF MATERIALS

The following list outlines some of the forms of material incompatibility and the reasons
for the compatibility.

Metallic corrosion
water and metal corrosion

aluminium corroded by salt
industrlal(acidic) atmospheres that corrode metal

2 Stains

copper
rust

timber

efflorescence

3
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Surrace Finishes

lack of adhesion

no waterproof membranes or damp course
tile grouting not acid resistant
paint on galvanised surfaces
silicone sealants and paint

4 Chemical reactions between materials

Causes:

salts in masonry products - sodium sulphate
cement and mortar- calcium sulphate11

in spalling(underburntclaybricks)-seasalts

5 Differential movement

Surface veneers or tile movement

Brick infillin a concrete frame - different expansion and contraction rates

Defective design features
Concrete to glass causing alkaline etching
ferrous metal to concrete

timber exposed to moisture

Cleaning problems
external stone or brick walls at a height that does not facilitate cleaning
internal faces - ease of cleaning

6

7
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As 1562-, 982, Design and Installation of Metal Roofing - lists a series of compatible
metals to prevent corrosion caused by dissimilar metals.

METALSANDALLOYS BETWEENWHICH DIRECTCONTACTIS
ACCEPTABLEASGOOD PRACTICE

Sheeting material

Aluminium and

aluminium alloys

MATERIALWITHWHICH DIRECTCONTACTIS PERMISSIBLE

Copper and
copper alloys

Industrial and salt laden

marine atmospheres
Aluminium, aluminium alloys
recommended by this
standard, aluminium/zinc-
coated steel, stainless steel,
zinc-coated steel

Stainless steel

Subject No. AA606

Zinc-coated steel

Copper, copper alloys, monel
metal, lead

Aluminium/
zinc-coated steel

Stainless steel, lead

Zinc, zinc coated steel,
aluminium/zinc-coated steel,
lead, stainless steel

Urban, suburban and rural
atmospheres

Aluminium, aluminium alloys
recommended by this standard,
aluminium/zinc-coated steel,
stainless steel, zinc-coated steel

Zinc

Zinc, zinc-coated steel,
aluminium, stainless steel

Copper, copper alloys, monel
metal, lead

NOTE:

Zinc, zinc-coated steel,
aluminium/zinc-coated steel,
lead, stainless steel

Stainless steel, lead

Zinc, zinc-coated steel,
aluminium/zinc-coated steel,
zinc-sprayed steel, aluminium,
lead, stainless steel

Lead must not be in contact with aluminium, aluminium alloys or
aluminium/zinc-coated steel.

Zinc, zinc~coated steel,
aluminium/zinc-coated steel,
zinc sprayed steel, aluminium,
stainless steel

Zinc, zinc-coated steel,
aluminium/zinc-coated steel,
zinc-sprayed steel, aluminium,
lead, stainless steel
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EXERCISE

From the list above give your own examples of material incompatibility?

Subject No. AA606

2 From the article supplied by your tutorlist whatthe major areas of concern found
by the research team.
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I^^
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

READING

Maintenance management varies form building to building and from a policy of neglect
untilfaults appear to an integrated policy of planned maintenance. Poor maintenance
causes irregular financial demand for urgent repairs and cash flow problems whilst
planned maintenance will protectthe investment.

PLANNED MAINTENANCE

Planned maintenance is the necessary work organised and carried out with fore thought,
control and accurate records. there are two types of planned maintenance. They are:

a Corrective maintenance: the workcarried outtorestorean installation/building
to an acceptable standard

Preventative maintenance: the work directed to prevent failure of an
installation/building. Preventative maintenance needs regular planned
inspections to spot flaws and/or failures.

b
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FINANCIAL ASPECTS

Planned maintenance allows you to compare capital and operating costs for
alternative/materials

BUDGETARYCONTROL

Estimate maintenance costs over given period 2 to 5 years,

Establish a maintenance policy to:

a

b
C

establish a standard

establish a cycle
establish labour requirements for maintenance Ie permanent contracts; use of
sub contractors or employment of in house staff
establish control of maintenanced

This policy should be established for a new building immediately on completion. For an
older building an assessment of the costs associated with bringing the building "up to
scratch" would be need. Older buildings Of they do not have a maintenance policy)
should be put on a five year maintenance program. One year to bring the building up to
standard; the nextfour years used to do outstanding maintenance and annual servicing -
by the end of 4 years the building should be a regular maintenance cycle
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ADMINISTRATION RECORDS FORPLANNED MAINTENANCE

. a property book or log to record all maintenance

. plans of the building

. structural designs

. detailsofservice

. materialsused

. decorative details and supplier- eg brand/colour of paint; carpet brand/colour; type
and colour of tiles etc

. specialist items

Building should be cleaned regularly internally and externalIy as part of the maintenance
cycle. Cleaning assures preservation; presents the building well; and reduces
maintenance.

DEFECTS

Defects occurin a building because:

of poor design
of low quality workmanship
the building was not constructed according to the design
the building has been subject to factors not allowed for in the design

The primary causes may operate singly or in a combination and result in defects in the
building

The main agents of changes to buildings are a result of:

wear and tear

applied forces (eg ground movement, traffic vibration)
gases or liquids (eg dampness or chemical attack)
biological agents (eg rot, mould, fungus etc)
climatic or temperature changes
fire

11

I I I

IV
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a

b

C

d
e

The most commonly encountered defects are:

dampness
applied forces
defective installations

.

.

.

DIAGNOSIS OF DEFECTS

Defect diagnosis is a logical procedure following from evidence to cause to remedy of
the defect. There should not be any preconceived ideas orjumping to conclusions as to
whatthe defect or it's cause. Alljudgements should be based on expert advise
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Read the article supplied by your tutor and from that article list the major causes of the
defects discussed in the article.

EXERCISE

Subject No. AA606
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BUILDING CONTRACTSANDCONSTRUCTIONCOSTS

READING

BUILDING CONTRACTS

Lump Sum Contract
This contract is where a firm price is payable for all work, materials fixtures and
overheads involved in construction. The price of some fixtures or components may be
included as prime cost items and amounts for parts of the work riot yet fully identified
may be included as provisional sums.

This type of contract is most common for housing and minor building works where the
construction time is relatively short, the design reasonably complete before construction
commences and accordingly the risk of unforseen cost increases during construction are
reasonably predictable.

Lump Sum Contract with Rise and Fall Provisions
This contract is where the lump sum price is subject to increase in accordance with a
formulae based on increases in award wages or in the cost of material during the
construction phase

This type of contract is common with larger building or groups of buildings where the
construction period is lengthy and future wage and material costs are uncertain.

Subject No. AA606

Cost Plus Contract

This contractis where an agreed fee or percentage on-costis payable on the actual cost
of labour and materials used during the construction process. In such cases, separate
sub-contracts establishing the agree cost of each trade or component of the building
would need to be arranged.

This type of contract OS often used where a project management system is selected to
provide for the supervision and co-ordination of the work of the contractors who are
often employed directly by the owner/developer.

Contractfor Sale on Completion
This contractis where a fixed amount is payable upon sale of the house and land or on
completion of the building work. The contract could be made prior to commencement,
during construction or after completion subject to completion according to plans and
specifications.
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This type of contractis common in the case of housed builtfor speculation and is usually
drafted as if the house was complete. therefore, such contracts usually do riot
contemplate the purchaser being involved in the construction process but rely on their
acceptance of the building work as constructed similar to the case with a pre-existing
house.

Contract provisions
Building contracts in general need to address the following:

2

Description of work, usually in the form of plans and specifications

Amounts payable for:

deposit
progress payments during construction
completion
retention amounts
extras or variations

provisional amounts
contingency sums

Commencement and Completion dates

Extension of time for extra work or delays

Supervision and inspection dates during construction

acceptable standards of workmanship

defects liability

administration by the architect or other consultants

arbitration procedures

11

I I I

IV

V

Vl

Vll
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4

5

6

7

8

9

BUILDING COSTS

It is imperative that the scope of the building budget be made very clear. Typical items
to be included in a building budget are:

land acquisition costs
legal fees
demolition costs

clearing and fencing costs
survey including boundary, features and easements
site investigation costs
changeable public utilities extension costs (electricity, gas, water, sewerage,
stormwater)
telephone services

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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separate contractworks
items to be provided directly by the client
professional fees for

architect

engineers (structural, mechanical, electrical)
quantity surveyors
project managers

FACTORS INFLUENCING BUILDING COSTS

The following factors will influence the cost of construction of a building:

Building Envelope
shape, size, configuration of the block

Plan form and building volume
wall to floor area ratio wall and roof to floor area ration

Building type
simple or complex

Subject No. in606

Construction time

how quickly or how slowly a building is completed

Location of the construction

country or urban

State of the building market
fluctuations in the market place due to amount of work available

Seasonal conditions
unusual amounts of rain; cyclones in the tropics

Form oftendering and building contract
ifthese are too unusual they could give rise to increased costs

Construction technique
unusual construction methods will add to costs

When undertaking a development it is necessary to establish a building budget. There
should be two budgets one with approximate costs the other with maximum costs

The costs you need to consider are

Functional unit cost:

cost per unit of occupancy eg number of places in a school, number of beds in a
hospital; number of cars in a carpark. This method is suitable for long range
budgeting and for comparison of prices between buildings of a similar nature.
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2 Cost persquare metre:
easiest method to work out and normally employed in the initial stages of a
project. It needs some experience and expertise in to compensate for site
variations such as shape and fill.

Cost permetre cubed (in3):
this calculates the overall outside walls and lowest floor to 600 above flat root or
half way to the apex of the pitch of the roof. Foundations and unusual roofs are
measured separately. This method is seldom used.

Element cost:

This is where the number of elements in a building are broken down into size,
complexity and use for accuracy. More elements give greater accuracy but at a
greater administrative cost.

Following is a typical division list:

preliminaries and insurance
contingencies
work below lowest floor
frame

upper floor/s
roof

roof lights
stairways
external walls
external finishes

windows external floors

internal structural walls

partitions internal doors
internal wall finishes
floor finish

ceiling finish
sanitary fittings
waste service
cold water service
hot water service

heating
air conditioning and ventilation
fas
electrical

special
drainage
site works

3

4

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

A proportion of the budget is allocated to each element, experience and/or a detailed

Bill of Quantities will allow you to do this accurately. This Method can indicate
where savings can be made and if they have a significant impact on the total
cost

.

*
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Bill of Quantities is prepared by a Quantity Surveyor who breaks components
down into their smallest element.

COSTING A DESIGN

ARCHITECT

,^^..
Information on type of building

Sketch Design
Revised Sketches

Working Drawings

Subject No. AA606

.>.

DESIGNING To A COST

QUANTITYSURVEYOR

Analyse price

ARCHITECT

,^^^.

,^^^..

Nominate Systems

Cost each stage

^,

Tender

Sketch designs
Working drawings

lei

^,

Consider Brief

Compare and select
economic materials and
lei combinations ^

^,

1<1QUANTITY SURVEYOR

^,

1<1Provide cost comparisons

Tender

Cost each stage
1<1
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EXERCISE

You are to discuss a with your architect/developer what items/issues they
specifically look for in a building contract and why? List those issues and
reasons below.

Subject No. AA606
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2 From the artides provided by your tutor list the mains costs associated with the
subject building.

Subject No. AA606
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I^I ASSESSMENT

Using attachment one "The Building Process" outline what each person would be
responsible form the construction of a medium office building in the CBD in Canberra.

Subject No. AA606


